Syrah

viscous on the palate but avoids going over the edge and, even
with a softish underbelly, it never turns heavy. Its ripe, richness
directs it to service with long-cooked meats like braised short ribs
or Carbonnade de Boeuf.
O B I $35.00

** jn ADELAIDA Reserve Viking Estate Vineyard 2007
Paso Robles. As deep in fruit as the best Syrahs of the vintage
and especially noteworthy for its fine sense of balance, this rich,
very well-crafted wine offers up layered aromas and flavors of
ripe berries and creamy oak with subtle accents of dried-flowers
and spice. It is so supple to start that it feigns early softness, but
it firms up as it goes, and its long, well-fruited finish is underlain
by mannerly structural tannins. In truth, it is wonderfully tasty
right now and could be paired up with a well-marbled rib roast,
but it will gain in complexity over the next four or five years and
deserves a chance to reach its best. O B A $65.00

iq BLACKSMITH Hephaestus Alexander Valley 2006
35% Syrah; 35% Grenache; 30% Cabernet Sauvignon. Its blend
of ripe, dried berry notes and slight angularity is not the exactly
the strongest start, but there is fruit underneath, and it pulls the
wine back from the brink. It is supple to begin, somewhat stiffer,
almost sere in progression and comes with a tannic toughness
that is alien to the winery’s normal approach, yet here again, it is
saved by its underlying fruit.
O T I $35.00

iq BLACKSMITH Coyote Crest Vineyard 2006

* it ADELAIDA Anna’s Estate Vineyard Paso Robles 2007

Alexander Valley. Fairly ripe without so much as a suggestion
of excess, this balanced effort sports suggestions of dried leaves
rather than spices or game in its aromas and comes across in a
similar fashion in the mouth. A back-palate dose of tannin firms
it up nicely and gives the wine the needed structure to be a good
partner to grilled steaks and chops. O B I $20.00

Although not quite so flamboyant and ever so slightly reined-in
when compared to the winery’s other Syrahs, Adelaida’s Anna’s
Estate bottling still charts a course that is governed by ripeness
and sports a touch of milk chocolate. It keeps heat in check and
is firmed by nicely fit tannins, and, after resting for a couple of
years, it should prove a welcome dinner companion to savory
braised lamb shanks.
1 B A $28.00

* it BONNY DOON Le Cigare Volant California 2006
44% Syrah; 43% Grenache; 12% Cinsault; 1% Mourvedre. A
good bit of lightly peppery spice immediately tags this one as
counting Syrah in its mix, while subtle strains of raspberries and
soft oak make for a fairly complete nose. Supple, slightly velvety
and nicely balanced, the wine is restrained in ripeness, free of
apparent heat and shows the cool-climate structure of a wine
meant for aging. It is not and never will be a bold and blustery
wine, but we like its precision and its promise to reveal layered
complexity with age.
1 B I $32.00

* is ADELAIDA Reserve The Glenrose Vineyard 2007
Paso Robles. Likely to garner as many detractors as champions,
this opulent and somewhat overblown wine is bound to be the
stuff of controversy. There is simply no question that it is more
than a bit over the top as far as unrestrained ripeness goes, and
it barely has enough structural “bones” to support all of its fat.
Still, it is also a rich, immensely flavorful and mouthfilling wine of
unquestioned extravagance.
O B I $55.00

* is BONNY DOON Le Pousseur Central Coast 2007

* it AVER FAMILY Homage Central Coast 2007

Compact, unevolved and only hinting at richness just now, this
intriguing Syrah steers a course well apart from the swaggering

Tipped in favor of ripeness and well-concentrated if a bit on the
syrupy side in aroma, this full-bodied wine is supple and slightly
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high-ripeness crowd. It shows flashes of dark soil, dried violets
and graphite with a core of pert, red-berry fruit its major motif.
It is narrowed by fairly firm acids but counts temperate tannins
as a real plus, and it makes a good case that ageworthy wines
need not be rugged or brash.
1 B A $18.00

ir CURTIS Crossroads Vineyard Santa Ynez Valley 2006
The full-blown spice of Syrah is at center stage here, and, while
the wine offers up a modicum of dried-berry fruit, it is defined
first and foremost by its mix of pepper, smoked meats, leather
and game. Its indelicate tannins and undisguised heat make for
rough going on the latter palate, but just enough fruit survives
that it does not lose its way, and a couple of years should help
smooth things out.
O B A $32.00

io CANIS MAJOR Unti Vineyard Dry Creek Valley 2006
By Mutt Lynch. Even allowing that young Syrah is rarely a polite
wine, this sere and very tough take on the grape is bothered by
out-of-bounds bitterness and never shows close to enough fruit
to make keeping an option.
O B A $25.00

iq CURTIS Vogelzang Vineyard Santa Ynez Valley 2006
Loose notes of smoked meats and a touch of chocolate sit atop
suggestions of dried berries in the aromas here, and the wine’s
more-ripe-than-fruity flavors follow suit in their slightly reluctant
display of discreet Syrah character. Rounded to start and a bit
chalky at the end, this one may benefit from brief aging but will
not grow into noteworthy beauty.
O B I $24.00

ir CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Columbia Valley 2006
Somewhat mild but wholly on point blackberry scents are joined
by a soft bit of spice and equally quiet hints of roast beef in the
aromas. Medium-full in body and somewhat round on the palate
with comfortable Syrah focus and weight, this fairly direct wine
may not challenge the expensive spreads for power, but it will be
just what the doctor ordered for steaks and chops off the grill.
GOOD VALUE
3 B D $13.00

* it CUTT Fearless Red Napa Valley 2007
By Hunnicutt. 38% Syrah; 31% Zinfandel; 31% Petite Sirah. It
should come as no surprise that this mixed bag of grapes does
not fix keenly on any specific varietal theme, but it delivers lots of
buoyant young berry-like fruit and counts complexing highlights
of sweet oak, briar and a bit of tobacco as noteworthy assets. It
toughens up just enough at the finish to warrant a few years of
patient keeping.
O B A $38.00

ir CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Boreal Columbia Valley 2006
97% Syrah; 3% Viognier. Smelling of pepper and plums and a
scant whiff of smoke and following with like-minded, if slightly,
dry flavors, this fairly fleshy, full-bodied wine is squarely on the
varietal track. It finishes a bit short and wants just a little more
evident fruit to get into the recommended ranks, but it will make
useful drinking in the near term with hunks of well-seasoned
beef hot off the grill.
O B I $30.00

iq CUTT Napa Valley 2007
By Hunnicutt. Standing in real contrast to the winery’s lively red
blend above, the Cutt Syrah is comparatively a thicker, slightly
softer wine whose smoke-infused fruit is challenged by grippy
tannins and heat. Elements of dark coffee and chocolate outdistance its lesser suggestions of berries, and refinement seems
forever out of its reach.
O B I $30.00

ir CLINE Cool-Climate Syrah Sonoma Coast 2007
Moderately gamy and slightly toasty with mid-density blackberry
fruit on the positive side of the ledger, this wine runs to a bit of
sour plum in its flavors and is not much encumbered by tannin.
Medium-full in body and somewhat firm in structure, it is a light
and brisk version of Syrah that comes at a comfortable price.
GOOD VALUE
1 L D $16.00

* it CUVAISON Carneros Napa Valley 2007
Beefy, peppery and gamy at one and the same time, but a trifle
wiry in its blackberry fruit scents, this wine is better focused than
it is deep and, somewhat surprisingly, its first acidy impressions
on the palate give way to underlying softness that belies its coolarea provenance. Late-arriving astringency brings some needed
grip and a bit of ageworthiness.
1 B I $32.00

iq CONCANNON Shiraz Selected Vineyards 2007
Central Coast. If taken as a version of classic, ageworthy Syrah,
this scaled-down wine might disappoint, but its pert, raspberry
fruit, lively balance and minimal tannins all add up to a likeable,
slightly lighter take on the grape whose cleanliness and wholly
amicable manner will please at the price.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $10.00

** jo DEHLINGER East Face Russian River Valley 2006
Winemaker Tom Dehlinger knows how to handle high ripeness,
and his wines are brilliant rebuttals to those who claim that less
is more. This highly extracted bottling exhibits keen Syrah focus
and, while very deep, dense and chewy, it is simply loaded with
richly spiced fruit and is always more about muscle than fat. Rife
with blackberries, pepper and sweet oak, it is still tightly wound
and a wine that wants time. Leave it alone for at least five or six
years, and do not be surprised if it were to continue to grow for
another decade or more.
O B A $55.00

iq COPAIN Tous Ensemble Mendocino County 2007
If conveying a fair sense of extract, this ripe, vaguely chocolaty
wine is a bit muddled and struggles to find a clear sense of fruit
in both its aromas and its slightly dull, flattened-out flavors. Its
ample tannins are never balanced by proportional fruit, and its
chances for improvement are slim.
1 B I $18.00

* is CRANE BROTHERS Crane Ranch Vineyard 2006
Napa Valley. Very much a bottling of mixed messages, this bigbodied Syrah is both ripe and fleshy but is also limited just now
by its very prominent acids. It gets by on its concentration and
sheer fruity depth, and, while we are not absolutely certain that
it will find comfortable cohesion as it ages, it does have enough
extracted fruit at its heart to warrant a quiet hiding place in the
cellar all the same.
O B A $36.00

ir DEHLINGER Gold Ridge Vineyard 2007

* is CURTIS Ambassador’s Vineyard 2006

* it DEMETRIA North Slope Santa Ynez Valley 2006

Russian River Valley. Predisposed to chocolate and somewhat
dried, blackberry fruit, this hefty youngster skimps just a bit on
clear Syrah character, and, if very certain to smooth off some of
its rather evident angles and edges with time in the bottle, it may
prove in the long run to be just a touch short on the fruity center
needed to make it complete.
O B A $35.00

Santa Ynez Valley. Edging out the two Curtis bottlings by dint
of its slightly deeper, better-defined fruit, this one is colored by a
light bit of varietal spice and comes with a touch more palatal
grip. It has the requisite richness to buffer its back-end tannins,
but it is still on the slightly rugged side and should be set aside
for three to five years.
1 B A $22.00

85% Syrah; 9% Grenache; 5% Mourvèdre; 1% Viognier. Holding
its ripeness back a bit, yet not at all without it, this comfortably
constructed wine presents a pleasant mix of blackberry-scented
fruit, forest floor notes and creamy oak in its aromas, and those
engaging yet restrained characteristics show up in the mouth as
well and in the pert finish.
O B I $35.00
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in that it steers away from flamboyant ripeness and achieves a
noteworthy sense of finesse. Long on well-focused, dark-berry
fruit and accented with subtle spice, a bit of sweet oak and just
a touch of milk chocolate, it is at once both structured and fairly
smooth on the palate with a light touch of tannin to its lasting
finish. There is potential for improvement to be sure, but it will
come around without lengthy aging and should reach its best in
four or five years.
O B A $40.00

* iu DONKEY & GOAT Fenaughty Vineyard 2007
El Dorado. Certain to appeal to those seeking structure rather
than to fans of outgoing fruit, this bottling is built along tighter
lines, but it still manages to display a pert note of berries and
shows scattered suggestions of smoked meat, pepper and dried
herbs. It narrows and firms, but never lose its hold on its tightly
drawn fruit, and it comes with the recommendation for three to
five years of age.
O B A $35.00

* jl ERIC KENT Kalen’s Big Boy Blend 2007
Sonoma County. Much like its cellarmate from the Dry Stack
Vineyard, this rich but nicely composed wine stops well short of
being too big or too ripe and is more polished than it is forceful.
It smacks of sweet berries, cocoa and cream with a sprinkling of
peppery spice to remind that it is Syrah, and its relatively tame
tannins make it all the easier to taste in its youth. Still, it is not
quite ready for gulping down just yet, and we would lobby for
three or four years of patience while it softens and develops a
more cohesive face.
O B A $40.00

** jm DU MOL Eddie’s Patch Russian River Valley 2007
The spotlight is on Syrah’s somewhat gamy side, and, while not
wildly fruity, the wine seems a little held back by its youth and
shows a good center of intense, still tightly wound, blackberry
fruit. It is enriched with an ideal complement of the crème brûlée
sweetness that comes of plentiful oak, and its combination of
varietal substance and winemaking polish moves it to the head
of the pack. While it does not quite open up in the present, its
exceptionally long finish is still one more marker of a wine that
is guaranteed to get better with age, and we expect it will grow
into great beauty over time.
O B A $76.00

ip FRANCIS COPPOLA Diamond Collection California 2007
Combining notes of dried cherries with those of oak and hinting
at celery leaves as well, this wine is clean yet lacking in most of
the graces that attend Syrah. Its supple, slightly thin weight on
the palate fits its quietly fruity style and limited finish. Its modest
price helps only a little.
1 L D $15.00

ip EBERLE 50% Cabernet Sauvignon; 50% Syrah 2007
Paso Robles. If showing a touch of the same distracting, halfcandied sweetness that plagues the wine below, this rough-cut
bottling effort tempers its sins with a little more fruit, yet it runs
full tilt into so much hard, acid-accentuated astringency that we
doubt its chances for beauty with age. 1 B A $28.00

* iu GREY STACK Grey Stack Vineyard Marie’s Block 2007
Bennett Valley. Intense and decidedly peppery fruit is joined by
touches of smoke and dark-roasted coffee in the unmistakably
varietal aromas of this complex young Syrah, but in contrast to
so many of its burlier cousins, it holds ripeness in check and is
marked by a certain cool-climate vibrancy. In truth, it could do
with a little more muscle and a slight boost in richness, but its
sleek styling and firmness will please those looking for a slightly
less-opulent take on the grape.
O B I $38.00

io EBERLE Steinbeck Vineyard Paso Robles 2007
Led in the nose by an odd, off-putting note of vaguely candied,
strawberry sweetness and flirting with suggestions of plastic all
the way through, this crude and patently unpolished effort is at
once ripe and very stiff on the palate with unbuffered tannins
taking charge at the end.
1 B A $21.00

iq HAGAFEN Napa Valley 2007

in EDNA VALLEY VINEYARD Paragon Edna Valley 2007

If fairly sweet and fruity in scent with intimations of raspberries
and a hint of dried violets to start, this confusing effort proves to
be tougher and more sinewy than billed, and its flavors are
washed out by its pushy young tannins. It clearly needs time to
settle but makes no guarantees, and its cellaring strikes us as a
bit of a long-odds gamble.
O B A $32.00

San Luis Obispo County. Disappointing for its dry, somewhat
too sharp aromas and hints of dill weed, this medium-full-bodied
bottling is noticeably rounded and bit limp in feel on the palate.
Its sour plum component does little to bring it a sense of vitality
and it drifts into a dry, empty finish. This wine is woefully lacking
in fruit and comes drenched in drear. 1 L D $15.00

* is HAHN SLH Estate Santa Lucia Highlands 2007

* jl EIGHT ARMS Stagecoach Vineyard Napa Valley 2007

Ripe, weighty and supple with lots of caramelly oak imbuing a
certain sweetness to its essential themes of blackberries, coffee
and chocolate, this wide-open wine is not one for nuance, but it
wins the nod for richness all the same. Although it sports just
enough tannin to find a bit of grip at the end, it is not one in
need of a long stay in the cellar.
1 B I $27.00

More often than not, this hillside vineyard is noted for wines of
great ripeness and strength. In this case, both traits are just a tad
less in evidence, and the wine instead keys on lightly spiced, pure
Syrah fruit. Slightly supple, keenly balanced and comparatively
trim when measured against its more blustery mates, it is cut off
by nominal last-minute tannins just now and will benefit from a
few years of forbearance.
O B A $38.00

ir HANDLEY Handley Vineyard Dry Creek Valley 2006
Keyed in the nose on dark, fully ripe berries and only hinting at
a bit of peppery spice, this solid young wine exhibits plenty of
fruity mass in the mouth but is a bit rigid in feel. Its acidy back
end is framed with limiting astringency just now, and, even if not

** jm ERIC KENT Dry Stack Vineyard Bennett Valley 2007
While in no way lacking for richness, depth or convincing Syrah
character, this bottling finds its own niche apart from the crowd

Stagecoach Vineyard, this well-muscled wine is bigger and bolder
yet than its companion bottling below. It more than makes up in
richness and stunning fruit depth for what it so clearly lacks in
manners, and, while tough and tannic, it ends with insistent
spiced-berry fruit outdistancing all else. For some it will be too
much of a good thing, but given a half-dozen years in which to
develop and matched up with appropriately hearty fare, it should
prove to be a bonafide star.
O B A $60.00

*** jq KRUPP BROTHERS Black Bart Napa Valley 2007
Stagecoach Vineyard. Born of grapes grown in the renowned
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a big-bodied wine, a few years must pass before finding out just
how much it might open.
O B A $20.00

to softness once in the mouth. It scores points for richness if not
for well-defined fruit, and, while it is substantial, it is also a bit
heavy-footed and finishes just a little too hot to win wholesale
endorsement.
O B I $34.00

ip HEINTZ Sonoma Coast 2007
The hard-to-ignore herbal elements of this less-than-classically
defined Syrah supplant any recognizable varietal spice, and the
wine’s narrow, half-candied raspberry-like fruit and its slender,
slightly wiry structure are similarly not the traits that we expect
of the grape.
O B I $48.00

iq KENNETH-CRAWFORD Alisos Canyon Vineyard 2006
Santa Barbara County. Unabashed ripeness is joined by a faint
fumey adjunct in the nose here, and the wine’s very rich, wellfruited, boysenberry-like flavors are undercut by a slight streak of
edgy sharpness. Tannins are low and do not dissuade near-term
enjoyment, and drinking within three or four years seems the
smart way to go.
O B I $34.00

** jo JC CELLARS Haley Rockpile Vineyard Rockpile 2007

Sonoma’s Rockpile appellation has found a real champion in JC
Cellars, and its ability to produce big, well-ripened red wines fits
the winery’s style to a tee. This very ripe, very full-bodied effort
leads with effusive aromas of framboise and chocolate with lots
of peppery spice as a reminder of just what it is. In the mouth, it
progresses from suppleness to fairly sizeable tannins, and there
is little about it that can be called “refined”. Whether time in the
cellar changes that is a question only answered years down the
line, but as tough as it is at the finish, it never lets go of fruit and
should take to aging quite well.
O T A $60.00

ip KENNETH-CRAWFORD Turner Vineyard 2006
Sta. Rita Hills. This soft and slightly sluggish wine suffers for a
lack of energy that drops it a bit off the pace set by its better
siblings, and, even while showing a sudden spot of last-minute
acidity, it is as dull and wanting in fruit at the finish as it is at all
earlier points.
O B D $34.00

** jo KRUPP BROTHERS Black Bart’s Bounty 2007
Napa Valley. If very much in the camp of those Syrahs showing
the gamy, spiced-meat traits of the grape, this brash and broadshouldered wine is equally keyed on unabashed ripeness. It is
laced with dark chocolate and fights with a bit of finishing heat,
but it is so rich and well-stuffed that it succeeds all the same. It
may or may not find more refinement with age, but, with a few
years, it should serve as a fine foil to flavorful braised meats and
well-seasoned roasts.
O B A $45.00

* it JC CELLARS Fess Parker’s Vineyard 2007

Santa Barbara County. The winery’s signature traits of high
ripeness and extract are held in slight abeyance here when this
wine is compared to its 2007 cellarmates, but it suffers from no
lack of richness and teams lots of sweet oak with a good dose
of ripe-berry fruit. Its modest tannins firm without imparting any
untoward toughness, and, while it will be better in four or five
years than it is now, it is also sufficiently showy and outgoing to
enjoy while relatively young.
O B I $30.00

ir LAFOND Lafond Vineyard Sta. Rita Hills 2007

* jl KENNETH-CRAWFORD Lafond Vineyard 2006

This bottling puts a very good first foot forward with deep, welldefined aromas that display both fine fruity volume and precise
Syrah spice, but, for all of its ample ripeness and depth, it takes
a less-than-likeable tack to toughness and stark, acid-enhanced
tannins once in the mouth. It requires time and a turn of good
fortune to gain unqualified endorsement, and patience may or
may not be fully repaid.
O B A $40.00

Sta. Rita Hills. Each of the Kenneth-Crawford Syrahs checks in
at over 15% alcohol, and ripeness is a consistent and indelible
family trait. The best of the bottlings, such as this very deep and
outgoing effort, nonetheless manage to achieve fine balance
and muster more than enough well-defined fruit to avoid being
one-note expressions of ripeness. In this case, the wine is sweet
and spicy with varietal pepper and notes of caramel overlying its
keen blackberry fruit. It is relatively open and can be teamed up
with hearty dishes even now, but it should improve for another
four or five years.
O B I $34.00

ir LAFOND Lafond Vineyard Sta. Rita Hills 2007
60% Syrah; 40% Grenache. Cast in a very similar manner to the
winery’s Syrah, this blended opus impresses more with its aroma
than it does on the palate. Its leading themes of boysenberries
and roast beef are summarily blunted by a one-two punch of acid
and mouth-drying tannin, and the wine’s very sere finish costs it
a chance for a star.
O B A $38.00

* iu KENNETH-CRAWFORD Purisima Mountain Vyd 2006

Santa Ynez Valley. In all truth, it is a little hard to believe that
this bottling is as ripe as it high alcohol indicates, for it is at once
both keenly fruited and free of excess, and it is balanced like a
cool-climate wine. Laced with sweet oak that complements its
keen sense of berries, it speaks more softly to Syrah spice, and,
if bright and vital, it is also easy to taste while still young. A few
years in the cellar should see it through to its best, but it offers
up plenty to like now.
O B I $34.00

** jm L’AVENTURE Estate Cuvée Paso Robles 2007
49% Syrah; 37% Cabernet Sauvignon; 14% Petit Verdot. This
fully ripened, solidly structured wine boasts a wealth of extracted
blackberryish fruit filled out by lots of somewhat toasty, rich and
spicy notes in both nose and mouth. Its tannins are firm without
being massive, and the wine’s fleshy, supple, early texture on the
palate is kept in good balance by the deep fruit and supportive
astringency. This would be a great mate to braised short ribs in
a rich, well-seasoned sauce.
O T I $85.00

ir KENNETH-CRAWFORD Verna’s Vineyard 2006
Santa Barbara County. Here is a very ripe wine whose tell-tale
touches of chocolate are hard to miss, and it shows a slight bias

Syrah hits for us what are all the right marks. True to its maker’s
style, it stints not at all in ripeness, size or sweet oak, but it is so
deep and so carefully composed that to call it excessive simply
misses the point. Its alcohol is buffered by a wealth of very rich,
well-defined fruit, and its tannic frame is covered with plenty of
flesh. Most importantly it smells and tastes of Syrah from first
sniff on through to its very long, flavor-packed finish. We look
forward to watching it unfold over the next eight to ten years
and can only shake our heads in wonder at those who are sure
to dismiss it as having too much of everything to be a worthy
mealtime drink.
O T A $85.00

*** js JC CELLARS Buffalo Hill Rockpile Vineyard 2007
Rockpile. In case you have somehow not noticed, there is a real
debate raging with lines being drawn in the wine-writing world
over the virtues of rich oak, ripeness and high extract. We admit
that we like our wines to have plenty of flavor yet believe that
balance is the key to real vinous success, and this extravagant
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Syrah, Zinfandel, Grenache, Nebbiolo and Viognier. It is also a
surprisingly deep and flavorful wine whose insistent berry-like
fruit and woodsy spice make it a value par excellence. It is still a
bit tough at the edges and could do with some patience, but it
is bound to tempt drinking now and we would not argue loudly
with teaming it up straightaway alongside rare steaks.
GOOD VALUE
1 B I $9.00

* is MANZANITA CREEK De Luxe Sonoma Coast 2007
On the one hand quite ripe but on the other showing a streak of
cool-climate firmness, this fleshy, big-bodied wine edges up to
but does not cross the line into excess. It plays a fair bit of ripe,
blackberry fruit against a nice complement of sweet, mildly vanillin oak, and its slightly stiff, nominally tannic finish should soften
with a few years of age.
O B I $28.00

iq OBSIDIAN RIDGE Obsidian Ridge Vineyard 2007
Red Hills. Lake County. If showing Syrah texture and weight,
this hefty wine is a bit tougher than its limited fruit can comfortably support, and its tentative hints of background spice are but
weak validation of any varietal claim. It is a bit heavy and a bit
dry to boot, and it never finds the fruity spark that might otherwise encourage keeping.
O B I $28.00

iq MATCHBOOK Dunnigan Hills 2006
6% Cabernet Sauvignon; 4% Petite Sirah. This soft and supple
middleweight is a cut apart in character from the bigger, more
deeply drawn wines of this survey, and, if it is never especially
convincing vis-á-vis Syrah spice, it is clean and reasonably wellbalanced, and it will do decent duty as a mate to sundry simple
grilled meats.
1 B D $16.00

in PESSAGNO Idyll Times Vineyard 2007
San Benito County. Showing clear kinship with its cellarmate as
far as its warring elements of high ripeness and sourness go, this
wine musters a momentary bit of sweet fruit before trailing away
to heat and sharp angularity.
O B D $35.00

* it MILBRANDT The Estates Wahluke Slope 2006
Sweet oak abounds in both the creamy aromas and rounded,
easy-to-taste flavors of this very polished, as-smooth-as-can-be
effort, but it is matched step for step by properly ripened, blackberry fruit. Not boldly spicy nor cut from especially sturdy cloth,
the wine wins recommendation for its pleasing sense of manners,
and, while it shows modest potential for growth, it is already
open and tasty.
1 B I $25.00

ht PESSAGNO Manzonni Estate Vineyard 2007
Santa Lucia Highlands. Finding positive Syrah character proves
to be a near-impossible task since runaway ripeness and volatile
sharpness are the principal themes here, and whatever richness
the wine might otherwise claim is not nearly sufficient to make
forgivable its too many sins.
O B D $35.00

* is MORGAN Cotes du Crow’s Monterey 2008

iq PRIDE Sonoma County 2007

55% Syrah; 45% Grenache. When one initially encounters this
clean but mild wine with its ripe strawberry focus that belies its
fuller Syrah portion, one is immediately put in mind of Grenache.
And if the wine is treated as the blend that it is, and if one does
not demand more sinew than it possesses, then this fairly round,
open effort will be just the ticket for lighter steaks and chops.
GOOD VALUE
1 L D $16.00

High in ripeness and high in oak, this full-bodied and somewhat
weighty wine combines scents of dark berries, minerals and oak
in its aromas and reiterates those features in forthright yet limited
fruit flavors whose latter palate hot and acidic notes reinforce the
notion that focused fruit is a touch lacking at the wine’s heart. Its
tannins want time in the bottle, and the wine is sure to soften a
bit, but grandeur may be beyond it. O T I $60.00

** jn NEYERS Hudson Vineyards Napa Valley 2008

* is PROSPECT 772 The Brawler Calaveras County 2007

Drawn from the remarkable Hudson Vineyard that regularly gives
us contenders for wine of the year, albeit Chardonnay more often
than Syrah, this complex, ripe, balanced, layered wine starts with
aromas of red and black fruits, adds in a whiff of sweet smoke
and follows with meaty smells of bacon and game. It is full but
not the least bit heavy on the palate, and its supple entry texture
is braced by high levels of tannin and acidity. It demands a fair
amount of cellar time, up to a decade if the truth be told, but it
seems poised to reward it.
O B A $48.00

4% Viognier. No-holds-barred ripeness is the dominant theme of
this intense, appropriately titled working, yet fans of the style will
find plenty to like in its powerful, palate-coating richness. It is
arguably too hot and too much of a good thing, but it is also
immensely flavorful and will make a potent partner to a garliclarded leg of lamb roast.
O T I $36.00

iq ROSENBLUM Snows Lake Vineyard Lake County 2007
Smells of ripe blackberries are joined here by those of brush and
bark, and the wine’s coarse, slightly woodsy flavors follow suit.
A bit of trailing acidity works to stiffen things up at the finish,
and there is little reason to believe that the charm missing now
is likely to show up with age.
1 B A $25.00

* jl NEYERS Old Lakeville Road Sonoma Coast 2008
Four-square blackberry fruit joins with spicy and strawberryish
notes in the rich, outgoing aromas of this full-bodied, extracted
bottling. Somewhat supple at the front of the palate, then a tad
tough and drying in the latter part and so tannic as to demand
more cellar time than its fruit might fully support, this one asks
ten years of patience but will come into structured drinkability in
but half that time.
O B A $35.00

iq SARAH’S VINEYARD Besson Vineyard 2007
Santa Clara County. Mild woodsy spice is teamed with a bit of
low-keyed berryish fruit in both the aromas and flavors of this
firmly built middleweight, but the wine is always underplayed
and is a little more “structured” than it is keenly expressive of
Syrah specifics. It has enough tannin to warrant a few years of
aging, but its limits are real.
O B A $25.00

* iu NOVY Susan’s Hill Vineyard 2008
Santa Lucia Highlands. Very much biased to Syrah’s spicy side
and rife with elements of smoke and game, this slightly rugged,
but well-balanced, youngster has the stuffing to temper its very
obvious tannins. It is a long way from finding its stride and has
the look of a wine best left alone for at least four or five years,
but it ends with fruit fighting through at the finish and is a very
safe bet for keeping.
O B A $34.00

* is TERRE ROUGE High Slopes Sierra Foothills 2007
Even if leaning a little to ripeness and showing touches of dark
chocolate scattered throughout, this slightly viscous, full-bodied
working still keeps spicy Syrah character squarely in its sight at all
times. It heats up and coarsens a bit at the finish, yet it does not
dry out, and it should settle down and smooth out with a wait
of some four or five years.
O B A $35.00

* is NOVY Four Mile Creek North Coast 2008
Novy’s inexpensive Four Mile Creek is in this outing a cepage of
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with a reasonable sense of richness on entry, but it stiffens and
snaps shut as its goes and pulls up a bit short in its lean, lightly
lemony finish.
O B I $42.00

iq TERRE ROUGE DTR Ranch Fiddletown 2007
If arguably getting things right in terms of Syrah spice and size,
this blunt and fairly heavy-footed offering is sadly deficient in
fruit. It dries up early on and is overtaken by sere tannins and
heat, and it is not one to count on for appreciable improvement
with cellar aging.
O B I $38.00

iq TOLOSA Edna Ranch Edna Valley 2007
Here again, Tolosa has come up with a Syrah whose underlying
acidity winds up trumping what starts out to be properly spicy
young varietal fruit. Its tangy, overly stiff finish smacks just a bit
of green rhubarb, and, while clean and lively, the wine is simply
never complete.
1 B I $24.00

* is TOLOSA 1772 Edna Ranch Edna Valley 2007
The deepest and ripest of the Tolosa clan in 2007, this weighty
working tilts just a bit to softness and heat. It manages to show
a good bit of sweet, chocolaty, tea-tinged, blackberry fruit as
well, and, if a long way from elegant, it cannot be criticized for
any lack of richness.
O B I $46.00

** jm VENGE Gladys’ Vineyard Dry Creek Valley 2008
Brooding, dense, concentrated, bordering on excessively ripe and
so very deep and compelling for those who like mass and might
in their Syrahs, this one might pass for Petite Sirah if it came with
the tannins to match the rest of its construction. But, breed and
depth win out in the end, and there is a more open aspect to the
wine that will stand it in good stead with Moussaka or suetbraised bavet of beef.
O T I $45.00

iq TOLOSA Salaal Edna Ranch Edna Valley 2007
92% Syrah; 8% Viognier. Its attractive elements of juicy, young,
blackberry fruit notwithstanding, this edgy wine is infused with
a little more vaguely citrusy acidity than is necessary. It teases

In a slow but continuing climb back to full grace in California, this year’s versions of Petite Sirah
edge closer to what might be called “brawny accessibility”. It matters not that massively tannic
Petite Sirah can age for a couple of decades or more (a thesis we will test one of these days with
wine from our cellars going all the way back to the early 70s). What matters is that this muscular wine, when not littered with unmannerly astringency, has a center of fruit that cuts through its mass and muscle as a mealtime mate to sturdy hunks of savory beef, lamb and venison. With wines
of that ilk on the increase, Petite Sirah is likely to continue to gain popularity.
but its fruit never quite fades from view and has a fair chance of
surviving the half-dozen or so years of cellaring that seems called
for here.
O B A $18.00

* jl AVER FAMILY Hope California 2007
37% Petite Sirah; 36% Syrah; 17% Grenache; 10% Mourvèdre.
This wine uses Petite Sirah as the structural frame upon which is
hung more expressive fruit than the variety often manages. Its
blackberry, black pepper, caramel/vanilla aromas are paralleled
by equally attractive, richly cast flavors whose light overlays of
chocolate simply add to its ability to charm. It keeps tannin well
in check and needs but short aging. O B I $35.00

* iu BOGLE Phantom California 2006
This Petite Sirah-based blend is fairly supple and nicely balanced
on the palate with not a hair out of place. Its blackberryish fruit
notes come with mildly spicy and minerally nuances, and its nice
background lift from supportive oak helps out by bringing a spot
of richness to the proceedings. Somewhat tannic but not overly
so, this wine rates as a great buy now and a likeable wine both
today and if given some three to five years to soften.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $16.00

* it ARTEZIN Garzini Ranch Mendocino County 2007
This chunky, moderately tannic youngster comfortably makes its
way into recommended ranks by dint of its generous and very
accessible fruit. Its somewhat strawberryish themes remind a bit
of Grenache, but its peppery spice and firm spine of tannin are
those of classic Petite. While sturdy, it is not overly tough, and
with a few years of age, it will provide useful drinking with wellseasoned meats on the bone.
O B A $36.00

iq BOGLE California 2007
iq BOGLE California 2006
Both Good Values and both what one would expect for the price,
this pair is lighter in style generally with the 2007 edition being
the brighter of the two and the 2006 being a touch fuller in palate feel. Neither is brawny but both are useful, direct and eminently gulpable red wines for current consumption.
GOOD VALUE
3 L D $11.00

ir ARTEZIN Mendocino County 2007
7% Zinfandel; 6% Charbono. A bit longer on the lightly dusty,
peppery spice of the grape than it is on evident fruit, this tough,
tannin-framed working nevertheless flirts here and there with
intimations of dark berries. Its astringency falls within varietal
bounds, and it will benefit from a half-dozen years of age and
pairing with savory lamb dishes.
1 B A $25.00

ip CANIS MAJOR Dry Creek Valley 2007
By Mutt Lynch. To its credit, this very dense and highly ripened
Petite Sirah is wholly on point with respect to varietal sinew and
strength, but it is undermined by a marked streak of sourness,
and its combination of stiffening acids and hard-edged tannins
leaves it well short of success.
O B A $25.00

* is BALLENTINE Fig Tree Vineyard 2007
St. Helena. Napa Valley. Here is a solid, well-extracted look at
Petite Sirah that stays within the varietal lines. It is fleshy, fullbodied and fairly tough, but it counts ripeness and a fair bit of
fruit in its favor. It holds onto fruit throughout and tastes of dark
berries from front to back, and, if its tannins are elevated, they
are still appropriate for the grape.
O B A $24.00

* jl CLAYHOUSE Show Pony Red Cedar Vineyard 2007
Paso Robles. Rich and ripe in the best, generous manner of the
wines from this area, the Show Pony Petite Sirah smells of dark
berries with whiffs of dried violet, milk chocolate, minerally spice
and a hint of dried grape sweetness. Full and rich on the palate,
deep, very ripe and intense in flavor and fleshy to the point that
some will find it too soft for their liking, this wine has plenty of
appeal to fans of big, well-stuffed wines. Try it with chewy hunks
of well-spiced lamb or beef.
O T I $40.00

ir BERRYESSA GAP Reserve Yolo County 2006
It would be hard to argue that this wine is especially revealing of
classic Petite, but its milder manner and accessible, slightly strawberry-like fruit are far from being liabilities. It slowly gives ground
to back-palate tannins and gets a bit gritty and sere at the end,
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* it CLAYHOUSE Estate Paso Robles 2006
4% Mourvèdre; 4% Grenache; 2% Syrah. Ripe and slightly blousy
in its aromas of blackberries with a tinge of a somewhat syrupy
component, this full-bodied wine is noticeably more firmly and
tightly structured on the palate even though its flavors do drift in
the direction of high ripeness. Their berry-like focus is joined by
a hint of tea leaf and by typical tannins that argue against nearterm drinking.
1 T I $23.00

** jn CONCANNON Reserve Livermore Valley 2006
Our easy pick as the best of the current Concannon bunch, this
deep and very outgoing effort offers up lots of ripe, chocolatetinged, berry-like fruit graced with highlights of sweet oak and

classic peppery spice. Full-bodied, fleshy and still fairly rugged, it
comes complete with a good dose of gruff tannin, yet it is not
ever coarse or overly tough. It is, in fact, both vital and balanced,
and its combination of structure and fruity drive tag it as one to
wait on for at least five or six years. 1 B A $38.00

* iu CONCANNON Heritage Livermore Valley 2004
San Francisco Bay. Long before Petite Sirah gained popularity,
Concannon was making it in the Livermore Valley, and when the
grape began to lose popularity a while back, the winery stayed
with it and held on as its top volume producer for years. Others
may have now usurped that title, but Concannon still stands as
a producer whose stylish versions of the Petite Sirah are worthy

of emulation. This aged, rich wine is not, of course, a 97-pound
weakling. Its peppery, meaty focus and its broad, tannic palatal
impressions invite service with savory cuts of meat, and it can be
expected to age a bit as well.
O B I $50.00

ir CONCANNON Captain Joe’s Livermore Valley 2006
It may be fair to complain that this wine compares a touch too
closely with the producer’s Nina’s Cuvée in that its aromas show
more interest that do its flavors, but, in this instance, it is a bit
better filled and weathers its formidable finishing astringency
without giving up. Beauty, however, is now and will remain well
out of its reach, and it is a wine that needs tagging for drinking
with rustic fare.
O B A $30.00

iq CONCANNON Nina’s Cuvée Livermore Valley 2006
There are things to like in the ripe-berry nose of this wine, but its
promise is not met on the palate, and its limited flavors come up
surprisingly shallow and lacking in range. Slightly lighter in tannin by varietal standards, its truncated finish is puckery and dry
due to its finishing shortfall.
1 B I $30.00

io CONCANNON Conservancy Livermore Valley 2007
Although its dusty, lightly spicy, loosely defined nose conveys a
scant note of berries, this wine proves to be thin and withered at
its heart, and its sere, acid-pushed tannins are never matched by
nearly enough fruit to suggest that time will prove to be an ally
in any meaningful way.
1 B A $14.00

out at the end, and we do not see how aging alone will fill in its
too many spaces.
O B A $24.00

io CONCANNON Central Coast 2007

ht JUDD’S HILL Old Vine Lodi 2006

From its odd, half-candied aromas to its undercurrent of souring
acid, this cheap-tasting wine does little to please, and it is entirely
lacking the strength, spice and dark fruit that, in the end, are the
defining traits of Petite Sirah.
3 B I $10.00

Even without its off-putting infusion of stewed vegetation, this
heavy, poorly constructed wine is at the same time so fat and so
tough that it would be hard to like even with age. It is one that
is easy to leave on the shelf.
O B I $30.00

ip CUPCAKE Central Coast 2007

im LANGE TWINS 65% Petite Sirah 35% Petit Verdot 2008

If, on the one hand, this relatively firm, medium-full-bodied effort
offers up a pleasant bit of raspberry-like fruit, it does not deliver
expressive Petite Sirah character. It sits at the lighter end of the
varietal spectrum with regard to tannin and shows an angular
edge of tangy acidity as its fruit pulls up short at the finish. It may
reward a few years of keeping, but it possesses very clear limits
now or later.
1 B I $14.00

California. One of its Lodi-area neighbors has made a good go
with this unusual blend, but the Lange Twins have not. The wine
is odd in smell with a bit of cooked meat melded with wet wool
and green spices in the nose and follows with wan, burnt wood
flavors of little charm.
O L D $18.00

* is LANGTRY Serpentine Meadow Guenoc Valley 2006

iq ESOTERICA Chavez-Leeds Vineyard Rutherford 2007

If leaning a little to ripeness, this weighty wine musters a fair bit
of dark-berry fruit all the way through, and its accents of sweet
oak and cocoa afford it a nice boost in richness. It is not without
considerable tannin, but it is never austere or wildly astringent,
and its ongoing richness assures mealtime success with hearty
hunks of well-seasoned meats.
O B A $40.00

Napa Valley. By Rasmussen. Unusual might be a better way to
describe this wine than “esoteric”. True, it is the limited ripeness
of the wine that takes it far from of the varietal norm, but it offers
nothing special or demanding of special knowledge—unless thin,
underripe Petite Sirah with a leafy, green streak and hard-to-find
varietal expression qualifies.
O B I $40.00

* it LAVA CAP Granite Hills Reserve El Dorado 2006

* is GRGICH HILLS Miljenko’s Vineyard Napa Valley 2006

19% Zinfandel. Perhaps it is the Zinfandel that has pushed this
wine away from Petite Sirah in focus, but whatever the genesis,
this one smells more of boysenberry and cranberry than it does
of anything one might associate with the variety. It gets tannic
and a bit angular in the late going and takes advantage of direct
fruit to offset its rustic turn.
O T I $30.00

11% Zinfandel. Resiny, sinewy, ripe and tough-smelling, if such a
thing is possible, this wine flirts with disappointment in the low
level of fruit shown by its aromas and with its drying, alum-like
pucker on the palate. Those willing to wait for it to open up are
going to need a half decade of patience but should be rewarded
with a more evenly shaped wine.
O T A $45.00

io LAVA CAP Reserve El Dorado 2007

in GUENOC Lake County 2007

There was a time when Lava Cap was one of our favorite visits in
the Sierra Foothillls, but the winery has been seen far less success
of late, and wines like this one are now as likely to be seen as its
more likeable mate above. “Reserve” or not, this one is lighter in
cast with its cranberry, blackberry fruit looking for greater depth
and for more specific varietal definition. It is soft, woodsy, close
to empty on the palate.
O B D $30.00

If faintly herbal and hinting at blackberries in the nose, this sere,
acid-edged wine is wholly without fruit out in the mouth, and its
combination of mouth-drying tannin and wiry tartness makes for
an unpleasant finish.
1 B A $15.00

* is HERINGER Heringer Vineyards Clarksburg 2006
Far and away the preferred of the Heringer bottlings, this hefty,
well-ripened wine is very much fixed on the peppery, blackberry
traits of Petite Sirah and has the fruity substance to effectively
buffer its undisguised tannins. Gruff now and likely to be later as
well, it will take well to aging and should develop for another
five to ten years.
1 B A $25.00

** jm MIRO Dry Creek Valley Sonoma County 2007
Miro has done an altogether remarkable job here at bringing a
sense of winemaking polish to Petite Sirah without sacrificing the
fundamental strength and sturdiness that are the varietal’s signature gifts. Leading with very deep, slow-to-unfold aromas of
blackberries, pepper and clove, the wine is rich and invitingly
fruity with expansive, long-lasting flavors that show a bare hint
of chocolate to the same themes of berries and spice. It is not at
all sparing in tannin, yet it is never overly tough, and it is by all
standards a complete and compelling effort
GOOD VALUE
O B A $23.00

im HERINGER Holland Landing Clarksburg 2005
Although its peculiar mix of dried herbs, old leather, earth and
souring berries might be charitably called complex, this murky
take on Petite is both too tart and too tannic, and it misses any
reasonable varietal mark.
1 B I $21.00

** jn JC CELLARS Eaglepoint Ranch 2007

* is OLD CREEK RANCH Branham Obsidian Vineyard 2007

Mendocino County. Here is a very successful proponent of the
“hard as nails” style. Its head-turning aromatic array of roasted
meats and game, leather, charry oak and black pepper leads to
an equally head-turning dose of tough tannins on the palate, yet
here again, the wine is deep and complex in its delivery of highly
concentrated blackberry fruit tied to notes of mocha, espresso,
pepper and black soils. It is textbook tight in astringency but is far
more than “by the book” in depth, and it promises to age well
for six to ten years for starters.
O B A $45.00

Napa Valley. Loaded with sweet spices that seem somewhat
wide of the varietal mark, this wine earns kudos for its blackberry
fruit and intriguing hints of soy, tea and root beer. It is supple to
start on the palate then runs into coarse tannins in the late going
and will need a bit of age or service alongside hunks of meat if it
is to be enjoyed young.
O T I $30.00

* iu PARDUCCI True Grit Mendocino County 2006
4% Grenache; 2% Syrah. The Parducci True Grit Petite Sirah has
become a perennial CGCW favorite, and the latest again hits the
mark as classic Petite Sirah. Big and bold and showing plenty of
varietal sinew and swagger, it balances plentiful blackberry fruit
against its considerable tannins and never quite crosses the line
into excessive toughness. It seems certain to grow for a decade

iq J. RICKARDS Brown Barn Vineyard 2007
Alexander Valley. Despite a bit of help from its complement of
slightly sweet oak, this chunky, not-quite-filled wine wants a little
more fruit with which to buffer its hard-to-ignore tannins. It has
solid varietal credentials but winds up tough and a little washed
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or more but is so rich that forgiving fans of the grape will find lots
to like in the shorter term.
1 B A $30.00

thick palatal impressions are followed by massive tannins that are
its only varietal trait.
O T I $35.00

io PEDRONCELLI Dry Creek Valley 2006

in SEVEN ARTISANS Clayton Road Ranches 2007

11% Cabernet Franc. A bit tense and nervy on the nose with a
sparse smattering of woody spice, this oddly hollow, decidedly
crude customer lacks clear fruity direction right from the start
and fails to find it as sere, tannin-induced dryness becomes its
most lasting trait.
O B I $15.00

Suisun Valley. If possessing all of the toughness and very high
tannins of Petite Sirah, this brushy, vaguely earthy, chocolatetinged offering has virtually no compensating fruit at its heart,
and its harsh, out-of-bounds astringency makes a second sip all
but impossible.
O B A $18.00

ip RETRO Old Vine Howell Mountain 2006

ir SILKWOOD Stanislaus County 2007
Out-sized astringency and extreme oak stand out before most
everything else in this brash, very ripe, big-bodied effort, and, if
a dollop of fruit lurks at the wine’s heart, it fails to fully come to
the fore. For all of its ripeness and sweet barrel spice, this one is
ultimately defined by its twenty-year tannins, and only dyed-inthe-wool optimists need apply.
O B A $39.00

While it may not claim high alcohol, this fat and very full-bodied
wine is in all ways fixed on ripeness, and its meager glimmers of
dried-berry fruit are simply overwhelmed by dark chocolate and
fierce, tongue-numbing tannins. It may be varietal, but it lacks a
sense of balance and control, and it cannot but grow ever drier
and drier with time.
O B I $45.00

* it SUMMERS Napa Valley 2007

* it ROCKWALL Dry Creek Valley 2007

What we like about this bottling is its uncommon brightness and
juicy, ripe-berry fruit, and its ample infusion of sweet oak spice
only adds to its immediate appeal. It starts out on a comparatively
supple note, then quickly toughens and runs into a fair share of
varietal tannins, yet it keeps a very valuable grasp on defined fruit
right to the end. It will serve handily with hearty stews three or
four years hence, but further unfolding assuredly awaits those
with more patience.
O B A $28.00

Better than its partner from Mendocino by dint of its increased
fruit and slightly throttled-back tannins, this gutsy youngster sits
securely on the varietal track. It ends with the taste of tea and
black pepper even as a bit of acidity accentuates its astringency,
but those with a penchant for Petite should find its toughness no
more than par for the course.
O B A $22.00

iq ROCKWALL Mendocino County 2007
Very ripe in the nose with glimmers of raisins set against sweet
oak, dried flowers and a wisp of dried spice, this uneven wine is
both tart and very astringent, and its colliding acids and tannins
make things so coarse at the finish that it might still be tough
after a generation has passed.
O B A $28.00

* is TRINITAS Old Vine Lodi 2006
A bit of heavy-handedness shows up in this rich wine, but it has
enough bacony, ripe blackberry, meaty character at its heart to
overcome that minor distraction. It is, instead, full and supple at
the front of the palate with a noticeable but not abrasive streak
of expected astringency. It could use a few years of cellar aging
but does not demand it.
1 T D $22.00

* jl ROSENBLUM Reserve Rockpile Road Vineyard 2007
Rockpile. Old-fashioned Petite Sirah of the type Rosenblum fans
hope will continue to appear under the label now that is entirely
taken over by the Diageo folks (Beaulieu, Sterling, Chalone) and
had its production moved out of its long-time home winery, this
gutsy, ripe, tannic wine is deep in berries and black pepper spice
with more than a little richness to call its own. It is hard to get
this much swagger into a wine and still have it stay in reasonable
balance, but it has happened here.
O T A $45.00

** jm TRUE VINE California 2006
By Miraflores. Although brooding and backward at first and a
wine with no dearth of tannin, this brawny youngster possesses
a wealth of rich fruit, and its sinewy toughness becomes easy to
forgive. Ripe and spicy and redolent of blackberries from front to
back, this is a solid and serious wine that makes no pretense to
being other than pure Petite Sirah, and, as tough as it is now, it
has the depth to develop for years and easily hold for at least a
decade or two.
O B A $38.00

* it ROSENBLUM Pato Vineyard Contra Costa County 2007
With intimations of game and roasted beef in its aromatic mix,
this fully weighted, rich, chocolate-tinged bottling finds sufficient
stores of expressive fruit at its heart to hold off the on-rushing
tannins that stagger it in the finish. The wine’s ability to hang on
gamely at the end earns it kudos.
O T I $25.00

* is TRUE VINE Estate El Dorado County 2007
By Miraflores. Ripeness is as prominent as keenly defined fruit
here, yet this bottling conveys a certain accessible richness with
suggestions of blackberries, earthy spice and chocolate running
its length. It toughens up as pushy tannins take hold, but it does
not dry out, and it has the concentration and depth to carry it
for a good eight to ten years.
O B A $28.00

ir ROSENBLUM Kick Ranch Sonoma County 2007
Blunt, blocky, dense, smelling of overripeness but not as full in
body as its nose predicts, this wine is a bit of a challenge because
it does not have the fruit necessary to bring itself into complete
balance. Its tannins will offend some, but aficionados will flock to
its power and not mind.
O T I $35.00

* is URSA Shell Creek Vineyards Paso Robles 2006
While this bottling displays a clear bias to ripeness, neither its
chocolaty leanings nor its sizeable tannins get in the way of its
expression of well-defined, somewhat peppery, blackberry fruit.
Fans of the grape will find its astringency forgivable and, in fact,
very much to the varietal point, and those with less tolerance to
Petite Sirah toughness should find it a useful partner to savory
stews in but a few years.
O B I $22.00

ir ROSENBLUM Heritage Clones California 2007

Starting off well enough with plump, ripe, dried berry smells and
adding in a nice touch of dried spice, this wine drifts away on the
palate where its fruit comes up a bit on the short side to counter
its wave of crashing latter-palate tannins. At the price, it is going
to find plenty of takers who admire its no-holds-barred muscle.
GOOD VALUE
1 T I $18.00

iq URSA Old Vines Reserve Shell Creek Vineyard 2006
Paso Robles. If rife with dark chocolate and very dense on the
palate, this brawny wine comes up short on the fruity essentials.
It is full-bodied, fairly tough and a touch thick in feel, and it is
too soon blunted by bitter back-end tannins and finishes with a
bit of a thud.
O B A $30.00

io ROSENBLUM Pickett Road Napa Valley 2007
Over the top pruniness and a sour edge drops this wine from any
serious consideration, and even those who like bold Petite Sirah
will still wonder what happened with this one. Its fleshy, soft and
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itself to be somewhat less than fully ripened in its fruit, this wine
is medium-full in the mouth and somewhat stiff in texture. Initial
flavors of blackberries give ground to green acidity by mid-palate
and offer limited hope for the future. O L I $22.00

iq URSA Vineyard Blend California 2006
But for its slightly outsized tannins, this bottling says little about
Petite Sirah. It smacks loosely of cherries and red berries and is
trimmed with a spark of acidy brightness. A bit lighter in body
than is the varietal norm, it gets a little too puckery for its own
good at the finish.
O B I $16.00

** jm VINA ROBLES Jardine Paso Robles 2007
Let us start by saying that this is most definitely not a wine for
the faint of heart, but then Petite Sirah is rarely chosen for its
delicacy. This one is a big, expressive, fully-ripened version that
seems sure to scare off those cannot abide high-alcohol reds, but
the rest of us will find plenty to like in its deep, genuinely juicy
blackberry fruit. It does not wander into chocolaty excess and is
surprisingly well-balanced for the sizeable wine that it is, and,
while it has a full complement of varietal tannin, it is no tougher
than young Petite should be. Look for five to ten years of certain
improvement.
1 T A $26.00

ip URSA Naggiar Vineyards Sierra Foothills 2006
The softest and ripest of the four Ursa offerings, this bottling
starts out with a solidly spicy Petite Sirah nose, but its comes up
heavy and flat on the palate with nominal tannins and a bit of
heat surpassing its fleeting fruit.
O B I $22.00

ip VICTOR HUGO Paso Robles 2007
Moderately fruit and sweetly oaked at first sniff, then revealing

There is a reason why Grenache is so popular around the world. When made right, it is rich, fruity, accessible,
fairly supple and delivers easy to enjoy raspberry/ripe strawberry flavors with good vinosity. There is a reason
why California has not made much Grenache like that. We have not taken the grape seriously or looked to plant
it in locations where it will prosper. But, slowly and surely, this situation is changing, and as this Issue shows, there is more and more
quality Grenache at good prices coming from wineries whose love of things Rhône now extends to Grenache.

* it ADELAIDA The Glenrose Vineyard 2007

* it DASHE Dray Creek Valley 2008

Paso Robles. Ripeness is central in all of Adelaida’s Rhône wines,
and, here again, it is both boon and bane. Big and impressively
extracted, the wine is deep and substantial with no lack of heft.
It keys on ripe berries and sports a full measure of spice, and only
an unneeded streak of finishing heat holds it back from higher
scores yet.
O T I $30.00

20% Mourvedre. Intriguing accents of sweet spice and creamy
oak overlie a good measure of ripe, strawberry-like fruit in the
deep and nicely composed aromas of this appealing youngster.
The same holds true on the palate as well, and the wine delivers
lots of juicy young fruit with discreet oak in support. Supple in
texture and mildly tannic, but never so tough that it cannot be
enjoyed now, it hits the varietal mark smartly and will shine with
a well-seasoned pork stew.
O B I $24.00

* it ANABA Coriol Sonoma Valley 2007
38% Grenache; 27% Mourvedre; 10% Counoise; 25% Petite
Sirah. Keenly fixed on ripe raspberries in both scent and taste,
this rich and nicely fruited working sports a smattering of mildly
peppery spice here and there but is never an especially complex
wine. It is, however a fairly generous one with the stuffing and
balance to sustain it for the three or four years that its slightly
gruff finishing tannins commend.
O B A $28.00

iq EAGLEPOINT RANCH Mendocino County 2007
There is a nice sense of fruit to be found in the vaguely woodsy,
oak-sweetened aromas here, but the wine disappoints on the
palate and proves to be fairly drab and rather washed out, and
its incomplete flavors come up short on the fruit to otherwise
counter its slow drift to dryness.
O B I $15.00

** jm GREY STACK Dry Stack Vineyard Bennett Valley 2007

ir BECKMEN Cuveé Le Bec Santa Ynez Valley 2008

Wines like this one make us hope that more Grenache will get
planted in cool-area vineyards. It has the lovely red berry fruit of
the variety, is quietly but nicely accepting of its evident sweet oak
influences and show glimpses of woodsy complexity that is well-fit
to the wine’s firm underbody. This is Grenache that has aging
potential writ large and extends the notion of the variety’s range
and possibilities in California.
O B I $35.00

51% Grenache; 27% Syrah; 16% Mourvedre; 6% Counoise.
No-holds-barred ripeness takes the reins from the start here and
gives challenge to this bottling’s intriguing touches of plum and
raspberryish fruit. A big-bodied and patently inelegant opus, it is
on the coarse and gutsy end of the red-wine spectrum, but it is
not without interest and could find useful service as a foil to the
heaviest meat dishes.
1 B I $18.00

ir CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Limited Release 2007

iq KENNETH-CRAWFORD Larner Vineyard 2007

Columbia Valley. 14% Syrah. Plenty ripe, yet tighter and lighter
than many of the wines here, this wine hits a reasonable varietal
mark with its central fruit smelling of sweet red berries. Yet, on
the palate, ripeness is aligned with softness and evident jammy
notes that then lead to finishing heat. It will be fine with savory
pork chops and ribs.
1 T I $25.00

ir OLD CREEK RANCH Vogelzang Vineyard 2007

Santa Ynez Valley. A bit odd in its candied, dry fruit character
that runs its length from first sniff to too hot finish, this bottling
seems a touch short of central fruit and winds up heading in a
syrupy, viscous direction. It gets positive points for concentration
but loses them for lack of balance. O T I $32.00
Santa Ynez Valley. Decidely high in ripeness and filled out with
enough strawberry/raspberry fruit to be fairly attractive, this one
is full in body and somewhat supple to start before coarse tannin
comes into the picture in the latter palate. Its gets a bit plummy
and plumb with an extra note of heat at the finish, but its depth
keeps it enjoyable.
O T I $28.00

* is CURTIS Heritage Cuvée Santa Barbara County 2006
35% Grenache; 28% Syrah; 24% Mourvedre; 13% Cinsault. If
comprising barely a third of the mix, the strawberry-like fruit of
Grenache comes through loud and clear here. It is joined in the
nose by a bit of sweet spice and is underlain on the palate by a
light note of pepper, and its stays the course right to the end.
There is just enough astringency that we would wait for a year
or two more before opening.
1 B I $18.00

* iu PROSPECT 772 The Brat Calaveras County 2007
Sierra Foothills. 65% Grenache; 35% Syrah. Lots of smoky oak
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is joined by ripe, fairly expressive raspberry-like fruit in the nose of
the full and somewhat muscular version. Its flavors are rich and
layered with ripe berries doing yeoman’s work to hold the smokeand-vanilla barrel influences at bay. Tough, slightly drying tannin
rises in the finish and gives it the sturdiness to stand up to savory
pork roasts now and for years to come. O T I $35.00

most of its Rhône-influenced kin, and, if showing an acceptable
level of ripeness and a nicely rounded feel on the palate, it is a
simple and straightforward wine that comes with no sense that
aging will make it anything more.
1 B I $25.00

* it TERRE ROUGE L’Autre Sierra Foothills 2007
73% Grenache; 15% Syrah; 12% Mourvèdre. Full kudos to Bill
Easton and his blended Grenache. Its first focus on ripe raspberry
fruit with intimations of sweet strawberries gives it a great start
even as a slight bit of underlying narrowness shows up. Supple to
start then firming up quickly and running into a age-demanding
abrasive backend, this wine adds to the notion that there is great
potential for Grenache in the foothills. O T I $30.00

iq ROBERT HALL Rhône de Robles Central Coast 2007
47% Grenache; 41% Syrah; 7% Cinsault; 5% Counoise. Despite
its evident ripeness and stab at raspberry-infused personality, this
one comes off as a bit too dry at its heart and lacking the central
juice that its cepage suggests. It has a certain rustic abrasiveness
and mass that will stand it in good stead with grilled meats, but
little about it wants remembering. 3
B I $18.00

io T-VINE Frediani Vineyard Napa Valley 2007

in ROSENBLUM Rhodes Vineyard Redwood Valley 2007

Although this bottling claims 15% alcohol, its principal theme is
one of vaguely green and underdone fruit. It is redolent of pine
and fresh wood in the nose, and it is bound up in heat and very
stiff acidity once in the mouth.
O B I $30.00

Although showing a bit of the strawberry fruit that most usually
characterizes Grenache, this rather stiff and decidedly angular
wine fights an unending battle with souring stiffness that drops
it to the back of the pack.
1 B I $25.00

* is VENTANA Arroyo Seco 2007

iq SANTA BARBARA WINERY Lafond Vineyard 2006

The defined strawberry-like fruit that marks good Grenache is in
full evidence here and it is enriched by a dollop of creamy oak
sweetness. Moderately full-bodied and fleshy in feel, the wine is
nicely extracted, and its firm spine of tannin provides it with just
the right bit of structural grip. Richer, well-marbled meats will
help hide the acidity that jumps up at the finish, and a few years
of softening will be beneficial.
O B I $28.00

Sta. Rita Hills. As deep and well-filled in fruit as this wine may
be, it is beat up by hard-charging acidity and ultimately driven off
course by far too much coarsening heat. It is all angles and edges
just now, and we expect that it will likely remain much the same
regardless of age.
O B I $26.00

* iu SARAH’S VINEYARD Côte de Madone 2007

ir VENTANA Rubystone Arroyo Seco 2007

Santa Clara Valley. 70% Grenache; 20% Carignane; 10% Syrah.
Long on well-ripened, strawberry-like fruit with a mild touch of
spice and accents of raspberries, this well-conceived blend goes
right to the point of up-front Rhône richness. It is nicely balanced
and reminds just a bit of Pinot Noir in its very smooth texture,
and its integral tannins lend just the right note of grip while never
becoming obvious. Age is not necessary but the wine will surely
improve for a few years yet and should pair up fairly comfortably
with roasts of all kinds.
O B I $32.00

60% Grenache; 40% Syrah. Rather ripe in tone and suggestive
of dark berries, plums and hints of dried brush, this substantial,
fairly full-bodied marriage of the Rhônes two premier grapes is a
thick and comparatively unrefined wine in the mouth whose
chief virtues are richness and heft. Though a touch tannic at the
back end, it is a wine that strikes us as one better drunk on the
young side owing to its slight underlying softness and tendency
to dry at the finish.
O B I $18.00

* jl WELLINGTON Sonoma Valley 2007

iq SARAH’S VINEYARD Old Vine Santa Clara Valley 2007

7% Tempranillo; 5% Mourvèdre. Admittedly, there is an extra
layer of tannin to this wine that some will find intrusive, yet, for
our part, we view it as assurance that the keenly focused aromas
redolent of sweet rasp- and strawberries will have a lengthy and
rewarding aging curve stretching over the next five years or so.
The wine is nicely balanced, supple at entry and holds on as the
wine ends. This is a good example of Grenache, and it furthers
our interest in seeing the grape’s presence increase in cool-climate
areas of California.
O B I $25.00

The distinctly strawberry-like fruit of Grenache is juxtaposed here
with less likeable notes of green leaves and dried brush in both
scent and taste, and the wine comes up a bit narrow and green
on the palate with more acidy stiffness than its modest stuffing
can wholly buffer.
O B I $30.00

iq TABLAS CREEK Côtes de Tablas Paso Robles 2008
42% Grenache; 21% Syrah; 20% Counoise; 17% Mourvedre.
This bright and vital youngster comes up quite a bit lighter than

We take a look at a range of Mourvèdres, not so much because of what the grape has accomplished here
in California so much as because of its important role as a blending grape to Grenache in the southern
Rhône district, and in Australia where it also features prominently alongside Grenache. It adds dark,
earthy tones to red wine blends and provides what some winemakers think of as “the base” for lighter, aromatic wines.
as rich as it may be, it tempers that richness with enough acid
and heat to wind up slightly edgy and coarse. Its forte is strength
rather than refinement.
O B I $32.00

ir ADELAIDA The Glenrose Vineyard Paso Robles 2007
Adelaida’s clear bent to ripeness is once again evident here, and
the wine’s virtues of rich spice and ample plum- and berry-like
fruit are countered by considerable back-palate harshness. Full,
fleshy and fairly fat to start but also too hot for its own good, it
wants tagging for hearty dishes and it should not be left for too
many years before drinking.
O T I $30.00

* is CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Austral Ltd Release 2007
Wahluke Slope. 54% Mourvedre; 35% Grenache; 11% Syrah.
Mildly brushy, faintly smoky and filled out with a nice note of ripe
berries in the nose, this rounded, relatively full-bodied wine follows suit on the palate with easy-to-taste flavors underscored by
a firming complement of fine-grained tannins. It promises to
show increased complexity with age, and it should reach its best
in two or three years.
O B I $30.00

iq ADELAIDA Version Paso Robles 2007
42% Mourvedre; 22% Grenache; 20% Syrah; 9% Counoise;
7% Cinsault. Although this blend may touch all of the Rhône red
bases, it is defined more by ripeness than by specific fruit, and,
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of real interest now.

1

B D

$16.00

io KENNETH VOLK Enz Vineyard Lime Kiln Valley 2006
Ripeness rides roughshod over identifiable fruit character here,
and the wine gets mired in heaviness and tastes of dulling dark
chocolate. Big but plodding and showing its 15.8% alcohol at
the end, it is wholly without clear varietal direction and should
dry out early on.
O T D $36.00

ir CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Limited Release 2007
Wahluke Slope. 8% Syrah. Dense, noticeably ripe and lightly
accented with touches of white pepper and earth in the nose,
this weighty effort enters with a fair bit of well-ripened berryish
fruit. Its flavors are gradually cramped and cut off by an intrusive
mix of tannins and acid, and three or four years of cellaring are
earnestly recommended.
O B A $25.00

in ROSENBLUM Pato Vineyard Contra Costa County 2007
Hot, heavy-footed and a touch sour at one and the same time,
this unattractive wine says little about Mourvèdre other than it
can get very ripe; and, its decidedly sharp finish makes it all the
harder to like.
O T D $25.00

iq CLINE Ancient Vines Contra Costa County 2008
While this initially juicy young wine has a fair sense of richness
going for it, it is presently hard-pressed by its streak of slightly
too-tangy acids, and what starts out a well-fruited wine winds
up taut and pinched at the end. Given its age, there is room for
hope that a bit of bottle time helps smooth things out, but that
is a hope more than a guarantee.
O B I $16.00

* is TABLAS CREEK Esprit de Beaucastel Paso Robles 2007
44% Mourvedre; 29% Grenache; 21% Syrah; 6% Counoise. If
starting out with smells of hardwoods, dark soils and something
akin to a dusty attic, this bottling gains appreciably with a bit of
air and exhibits a fair sense of well-ripened, dark-berry fruit. In
the mouth, it is fleshy and displays deeper, more concentrated
flavors than promised, and its fairly generous fruit is laced with
complex touches of peppery spice. It is blunted by late-arriving
tannins, but should be helped by aging, and a stay in the cellar
of three or four years is advised.
1 B A $50.00

ip CLINE Cashmere California 2008
44% Mourvedre; 35% Grenache; 21% Syrah. Dull in the nose
and dull on the palate with a bit of soft-centered, strawberryish
fruit struggling to keep pace, this lazy, somewhat underfilled wine
lacks the structure for keeping and musters nothing in the way

This demonstrative wine from the northern Rhône, whose white wine offerings in partnership with Roussanne, is seemingly finding a home here
in California. It is early days yet, and the majority of the exceptional efforts from this grape hail from one vineyard, the Krupp Brother’s
Stagecoach Vineyard in the Atlas Peak AVA just east of the hills that frame the Stags Leap AVA. There, in rolling upland terrain, Marsanne has
authored several special wines that are well worth seeking out. No shy sisters, these, they are full-bodied, rich, fruity and capable of making the
fleshiest of fishes and the richest of chicken dishes stand up and take notice.

ir CLINE 74% Marsanne/26% Roussanne 2009

** jm KRUPP BROS Black Bart Stagecoach Vineyard 2007

Sonoma Coast. Heading more towards dried flowers than fresh,
and a bit candied where richness might have been expected, this
one is full and somewhat fleshy, almost to the point of heaviness
but is brought back to full drinkability by its pushy latter palate
acidity. It will be more enjoyable as a summer day quaffer than
as a mate to most foods.
O S D $20.00

Focusing on Marsanne, the Krupp Brothers have here created a
solid partner to the wine above. It is not exactly a “masculine”
wine by any stretch of the imagination or traditional use of the
term given its floral aromas and deeply fruity, blossomy pieces,
and its alcohol and weight on the palate are eclipsed by the Bride,
but since both are deep and dramatic, the differences are less of
gender than of perception.
O L I $35.00

** jm KRUPP BROS Black Bart’s Bride Napa Valley 2007

** jm LA DILIGENCE Stagecoach Vineyard Napa Valley

43% Marsanne; 37% Viognier; 20% Chardonnay. Full marks to
this innovative blending of Rhône and Burgundian whites. It has
great depth and enormous richness to its floral, slightly tropical
yet deep and round aromas, and that simply adds up to the fine
and fun experience of smelling the wine and knowing that it has
delivered brilliance. It is full and fleshy on the palate, has enough
acidity to stay in balance and makes us want to grill up a side of
line-caught salmon that has been briefly cured with salt and sugar
before seeing the flames.
O L I $40.00

100% Marsanne. By Miner. For some years now, the winery has
been working with the irrepressible Francois Villard of Condrieu
in the making of Rhône varietals here in California. Their latest
collaboration has produced this remarkable wine that joins the list
of brilliant efforts from Stagecoach Vineyard grapes. Its aromas
drift towards blossomy yet stop short of being outright floral in
tone and instead pick up notes of Meyer lemons, lime leaves and
hints of Fuji apples all with a slight bit of honeyed concentration.
Its finish is tasty and vital.
O l I $38.00
key limes with whiffs of honey and touches of wet stones, this
viscous, very full-bodied Marsanne is no shrinking violet, but it is
a near-perfect cameo of what winemaker Jeff Cohn does best. If
very ripe, it is also enormously fruity, and its concentrated, longlasting flavors of stone fruits and honey and sweet cream are as
deep and well-layered as they are outlandishly rich. At the table,
it will take on all comers and will work famously with the likes of
Moroccan spiced chicken, sweetly sauced pork and a wide range
flavorful Thai fare.
O l D $38.00

*** jr JC CELLARS Stagecoach Vineyard 2007
Napa Valley. Smelling generously of white peaches and sweet
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and fairly full on the palate. Already slightly complex and likely
to be more so with time, it promises to grow for another year
of two in bottle.
O l I $22.00

ir ROSENBLUM Preston Vineyard Dry Creek Valley 2007
If rather subdued when compared to its bigger and bolder kin,
this mid-density Marsanne leads with an attractive, mildly floral
nose of white peaches and fresh apples. It is full and rounded in
feel, but its underplayed, not-quite expressively fruity flavors heat
up at the finish.
O l D $25.00

* iu TERRE ROUGE Enigma Sierra Foothills 2008
45% Marsanne; 39% Roussanne; 16% Viognier. Clean and fruity
with a jasmine-like fragrance, this full-bodied, eminently likeable
wine follows on the palate with balanced, rounded and decently
energetic impressions tied to lively, floral, lightly honeyed, flavors.
Background notes of minerals and lime also lift the wine allowing
it to be fine mate to fleshy fish like halibut or sea bass napped
with light sauces.
1 F D $25.00

* iu SARAH’S VINEYARD Beeson Vineyard 2008
Santa Clara Valley. Yet one more bottling that confirms our
impressions that Marsanne is the Rhône white grape to watch,
this well-fruited wine juxtaposes peachy fruit and hints of honey
with mild touches of anise and lime and is at once both lively

It may be unfair to Roussanne to refer to it as the lesser sister of Marsanne, but its role in life as a lighter,
brighter wine whose energy often lifts Marsanne to greater heights is hard to overcome. Still, in the
versions of the grape tasted for this issue, it is evident that Roussanne has plenty of goodness when made
on its own. It is true that both highly recommended versions have big dollops of something else in their midsts, and we have barely scratched the
surface of its potential here in California, but you could do worse than to try one of the more optimistically reviewed bottlings below.
keyed on ripeness, this tight and angular offering proves to be
anything but. It fails to show much in the way of Rhône white
richness, and its vaguely cardboardy nose and chalky bitterness
are not the stuff of success.
O l D $18.00

** jn ADELAIDA Version Paso Robles 2008
58% Roussanne; 42% Grenache Blanc. Very rich, billowy aromas
tinged with notes of honey and dried peach, lightly scented with
a suggestion of anise and filled out by creamy oak set this fullbodied wine off on the right track, and its mouthfilling, viscous
palatal impressions and its great depth of exotic fruit flavors add
their own charms to this delightful and inviting offering. Its great
aromasticity makes it a candidate to accompany rich and savory
hors d’oeuvres, yet its weight and depth would make it a willing
mate to main courses.
O L I $30.00

** jm JC CELLARS First Date California 2008
75% Roussanne; 25% Marsanne. This very rich and full-bodied
white blatantly shows the family trait of unfettered ripeness, but
it is wonderfully well-filled with sweet, slightly honeyed, peachand nectarine-like fruit. Its persistent suggestions of wet-stone
complexity make it far more than just big and ripe, and, while it
ends with a bit more finishing heat than might be ideal, it does
not let up in richness. It demands service with boldly flavored
foods such as garlicky chicken in sauce, and, even if just a touch
viscous and fat in feel, it is sufficiently well-structured to keep
handily for several years.
O l D $28.00

ip ADELAIDA Pavanne Paso Robles 2008
60% Roussanne; 21% Marsanne; 15% Grenache Blanc; 4%
Viognier. Its youth notwithstanding, this slightly viscous, fairly
full-bodied white is rather flat and lacking in focus. It is ripe yet
not especially fruity, and it gradually gives ground to both heat
and bitterness at the finish.
O l D $22.00

iq ROSENBLUM Fess Parker Vineyard 2007

* jl ANABA Coriol White Sonoma Valley 2008

Santa Barbara County. Sweet and slightly floral in scent, this
outgoing effort smacks of tropical fruit from beginning to end.
A slight bit of tangy greenness plays counterpoint to its insistent
suggestions of candy, and it is stiffened by a last-minute rise in
edgy acidity.
O C D $25.00

48% Roussanne; 30% Viognier; 12% Marsanne; 10% Grenache
Blanc. Rich and ripe, slightly tropical with a touch of honey for
added range and soft bit of spice in the mix as well, this lovely
wine from Anaba is as easy on the palate as it is attractive in its
outgoing aromas. Supple and balanced, slightly oily and nicely
energetic, it tastes of the tropics with a hint of peach, probably
from its Viognier portion. Rounded and smooth as it finishes, it
would be a good partner to grilled or roasted chickens brushed
with fruit-based glazes.
O C D $28.00

iq SARAH’S VINEYARD Estate 2008
Santa Clara Valley. Its mildly honeyed, slightly peachy aromas
may make for a nice start, but this bottling comes up soft and
slightly wanting for fruit in the mouth with less substance and
depth than first meets the nose. Even allowing for the fact that
it is still very young, its limits are plain as are its chances to grow
into a more complete wine.
O l D $22.00

* is BONNY DOON Le Cigare Blanc Beeswax Vyd. 2008
Arroyo Seco. 57% Roussanne; 43% Grenache Blanc. Lightly
blossomy, hinting at sweet limes and a little constrained as far as
ripeness and outgoing fruit are concerned, Randall Grahm’s proprietary white blend seems a bit bound up by its youth. It is at
once both rounded and buoyed by cleansing acidity, and its
glimpses of complexity make a good case for another year or
two of further patience.
1 l I $22.00

iq TERRE ROUGE Sierra Foothills 2008
Fresh and lean at the same time with a suggestion of green apple
in its lightly candied, floral aromas, the wine is at once both lush
and somewhat stiff on the palate in a two-legged, not fully fruity
way. It comes with a mild but noticeable edge of bitterness that
is likely to be offset by service alongside lightly sauced chicken
and white fish preparations. A few years of time in the cellar will
help smooth it out.
O F I $25.00

iq EBERLE Côtes du Robles Blanc Paso Robles 2008
49% Roussanne; 33% Grenache Blanc; 18% Viognier. A bit of
honeyed richness contributes to this wine’s rich aromas and to its
full, slightly rounded texture at the front of the palate. It gets a
bit thin in the latter going and is more tangy and brisk than fruity
by the time it finishes.
1 F D $24.00

ir WELLINGTON Sonoma County 2008
86.5% Rousanne; 13.5% Marsanne. Somewhat lighter overall
than most of its competitors and bothered just a touch by notes
of slight greenness, this wine is nevertheless attractively fruity in
character and has a balanced, firm feel on the palate that makes
it a useful mate with grilled fish.
O F D $22.00

ip HAGAFEN Roussanne Ripken Vineyard Lodi 2008
While its warm provenance might predict a softer wine that is
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PROSPECT 772 The Brawler Calaveras
ROSENBLUM Snows Lake Vineyard
SARAH’S VINEYARD Besson Vineyard
TERRE ROUGE High Slopes Sierra Fthls
TERRE ROUGE DTR Ranch Fiddletown
TOLOSA 1772 Edna Ranch Edna Valley
TOLOSA Salaal Edna Ranch Edna Valley
TOLOSA Edna Ranch Edna Valley
VENGE Gladys’ Vineyard Dry Creek
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LANGTRY Serpentine Meadow
LAVA CAP Granite Hills Reserve
LAVA CAP Reserve El Dorado
MIRO Dry Creek Valley
OLD CREEK RANCH Branham Obsidian
PARDUCCI True Grit Mendocino
PEDRONCELLI Dry Creek Valley
RETRO Old Vine Howell Mountain
ROCKWALL Dry Creek Valley
ROCKWALL Mendocino County
ROSENBLUM Reserve Rockpile Road
ROSENBLUM Pato Vineyard
ROSENBLUM Kick Ranch
ROSENBLUM Heritage Clones
ROSENBLUM Pickett Road Napa Valley
SEVEN ARTISANS Clayton Road Ranch
SILKWOOD Stanislaus County
SUMMERS Napa Valley
TRINITAS Old Vine Lodi
TRUE VINE California
TRUE VINE Estate El Dorado County
URSA Shell Creek Vineyard
URSA Old Vines Reserve Shell Creek
URSA Vineyard Blend California
URSA Naggiar Vineyards
VICTOR HUGO Paso Robles
VINA ROBLES Jardine Paso Robles
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ROBERT HALL Rhône de Robles
ROSENBLUM Rhodes Vineyard
SANTA BARBARA WNRY Lafond Vyd
SARAH’S VYD Côte de Madone
SARAH’S VYD Old Vine Santa Clara
TABLAS CREEK Côtes de Tablas
TERRE ROUGE L’Autre Sierra Foothills
T-VINE Frediani Vineyard Napa Valley
VENTANA Arroyo Seco
VENTANA Rubystone Arroyo Seco
WELLINGTON Sonoma Valley
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CLINE Cashmere California
KENNETH VOLK Enz Vineyard
ROSENBLUM Pato Vineyard
TABLAS CREEK Esprit de Beaucastel

2008
2006
2007
2007
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LA DILIGENCE Stagecoach Vineyard
ROSENBLUM Preston Vineyard
SARAH’S VYD Beeson Vineyard
TERRE ROUGE Enigma Sierra Foothills

2008
2007
2008
2008
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JC CELLARS First Date California
ROSENBLUM Fess Parker Vineyard
SARAH’S VYD Roussanne Estate
TERRE ROUGE Sierra Foothills
WELLINGTON Sonoma County

2008
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2008
2008
2008
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AVER FAMILY Hope California
ARTEZIN Garzini Ranch Mendocino
ARTEZIN Mendocino County
BALLENTINE Fig Tree Vineyard
BERRYESSA GAP Reserve Yolo County
BOGLE Phantom California
BOGLE California
BOGLE California
CANIS MAJOR Dry Creek Valley
CLAYHOUSE Show Pony Red Cedar
CLAYHOUSE Estate Paso Robles
CONCANNON Reserve Livermore Vly
CONCANNON Heritage Livermore Vly
CONCANNON Captain Joe’s Livermore
CONCANNON Nina’s Cuvée Livermore
CONCANNON Conservancy Livermore
CONCANNON Central Coast
CUPCAKE Central Coast
ESOTERICA Chavez-Leeds Vineyard
GRGICH HILLS Miljenko’s Vineyard
GUENOC Lake County
HERINGER Heringer Vineyards
HERINGER Holland Landing Clarksburg
JC CELLARS Eaglepoint Ranch
J. RICKARDS Brown Barn Vineyard
JUDD’S HILL Old Vine Lodi
LANGE TWINS 65 Petite Sirah/35% PV
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GRENACHE
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ADELAIDA The Glenrose Vineyard
2007
ANABA Coriol Sonoma Valley
2007
BECKMEN Cuveé Le Bec
2008
CH. STE. MICHELLE Limited Release
2007
CURTIS Heritage Cuvée Santa Barbara 2006
DASHE Dry Creek Valley
2008
EAGLEPOINT RANCH Mendocino
2007
GREY STACK Dry Stack Vineyard
2007
KENNETH-CRAWFORD Larner Vineyard 2007
OLD CREEK RANCH Vogelzang Vineyard 2007
PROSPECT 772 The Brat Calaveras
2007

*

*
*

MOURVEDRE
*
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ADELAIDA The Glenrose Vineyard
ADELAIDA Version Paso Robles
CH. STE. MICHELLE Austral Ltd Release
CH. STE. MICHELLE Limited Release
CLINE Ancient Vines Contra Costa

2007
2007
2007
2007
2008

MARSANNE
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CLINE 74% Marsanne/26% Roussanne
JC CELLARS Stagecoach Vineyard
KRUPP BROS Black Bart’s Bride
KRUPP BROS Black Bart
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Best Buys in the Market
PINOT NOIR

California may be flush with success
as far as Pinot Noir is concerned, but
the best bottlings are often limited in quantity and dear in price. The
deep, impressively concentrated ** SUMMERLAND Vintner’s
Select Santa Maria Valley 2007 ($35.00) finds a comfortable place
near the head of the class and with the layered, persistently fruity
90-point * MOSSBACK Russian River Valley 2008 ($25.00)
outperforms many Pinots costing a good deal more. Of special note,
however, is the surprising number of good Pinots to be had for $20.00
and less, and the full and fleshy * CASTLEROCK Reserve Russian
River Valley 2008 ($18.00) and the rounded, easy-to-taste * SEAN
MINOR 4B Carneros 2008 ($17.00) are well worth seeking out. The
widely available * ESTANCIA Pinnacles Ranches 2008 ($17.00) and
the well-defined * IRONY Monterey County 2008 ($15.00) are
exceptional values, and, if checking in just short of a *, the juicy,
cherry-like HAHN ESTATES Monterey 2007 ($12.00) is an out-andout bargain.

CHARDONNAY

There is no question but that the rich,
keenly crafted ** MINER Napa
Valley 2008 ($30.00) deserves a special place at the top of our list of
Best Buys, but, as with Pinot Noir, we are pleased at the amount of tasty
Chardonnay to be found below $20.00. The zesty, * BUENA
VISTA Estate Carneros 2007 ($19.00) gets the nod for its fruity
vigor, and keep an eye open for the sweetly fruited * ARTESA
Carneros 2008 ($20.00), the appley * ALEXANDER VALLEY
VINEYARDS Alexander Valley 2008 ($16.00) and the very wellfocused * SUMMERLAND Santa Barbara County 2008 ($17.00).
Finally, the CUPCAKE VINEYARDS Central Coast 2008 ($14.00) and
the SEAN MINOR 4B Central Coast 2008 ($13.00) both score 86
points and are values worth noting.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON New Cabernets await next month, but

a handful of previously recommended
wines warrant mention by dint of their outstanding value. The deep,
generously filled * FUSE Napa Valley 2007 ($20.00) is quite simply
as good a Cabernet as we have seen at the price in some time, and both
the accessible * HAHN Central Coast 2007 ($14.00) and the
comparatively polished * RODNEY STRONG Sonoma County 2007
($19.00) hit all of the right marks to win enthusiastic Best Buy award.
If not quite up to full * recommendation, the CYCLES GLADIATOR
Central Coast 2007 ($12.00) and the FIVE RIVERS WINERY Central
Coast 2007 ($11.00) are honest, thoroughly likeable Cabernets priced
for everyday drinking.

Connoisseurs’ Series
Offered this month are *** Rocca Syrah Yountville 2006, ***
Freestone Chardonnay Sonoma Coast 2007, ** Turnbull Cabernet
Sauvignon Napa Valley 2006 and ** O’Shaughnessy Estate Cabernet
Sauvignon Howell Mountain 2006. For more information about the
Connoisseurs’ Series program, please call The California Wine Club at
1-800-777-4443 or visit www.cawineclub.com/connseries.

ROUSSANNE
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ADELAIDA Version Paso Robles
ADELAIDA Pavanne Paso Robles
ANABA Coriol White Sonoma Valley
BONNY DOON Le Cigare Blanc
EBERLE Côtes du Robles Blanc
HAGAFEN Roussanne Ripken Vineyard

Write to us at PO Box V, Alameda, CA 94501. Our phone is 510-865-3150.
Fax: 510-865-4843. Email: cgcw@aol.com. Web: www.cgcw.com.

